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This report is about the performance problem processing the file 9322.pdf that is attached to the bug report.
I process the file using the command line

gswin32c -r72 -q -sDEVICE=ppmraw -o nul: -Z: -dLastPage=1 9322.pdf

The source code was compiled using Microsoft Visual Studio 2005 and profiled on an Intel PC using Intel’s
Parallel Amplifier for timing. Intel’s VTune was also used, but it provided no significantly different informa-
tion. The elapsed time for the run is approximately 202 seconds. A screen capture of the top results from
Parallel Amplifier is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. The summary of hotspots for 9322.pdf.

The majority of time is spent in the Ghostscript interpreter and in the garbage collection code. The function
interp is called 625 times, but a lot of time is spent inside the function. The line of code using the most
time within interp is switch (r type xe(iref packed)). An experiment showed that this line is executed
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324,886 times. The gc trace function is called 334,486 times.

The third bottleneck is the function cie cache set interpolation, as mentioned in the bug report. The
function cie cache set interpolation is called 1,493,313 times during the program execution. The i-loop
is executed 512 times for each function call. The computational time is distributed equally for the three calls
to check interpolation required. Thus, check interpolation required is called 2,293,728,768 times,
which appears to be excessive.

A portion of the top-down hierarchy is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Top-down hierarchy.

The call stack starting at interp reclaim leads to the gc trace function call. The call stack starting at
image file continue leads to the cie cache set interpolation call. For reference, Figures 3 and 4 have
the call stacks to those function calls with the timing results.
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Figure 3. Call stack to gc trace.
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Figure 3. Call stack to cie cache set interpolation.
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